
PROFILE

A highly motivated and detail-oriented frontend engineer with a
passion for creating engaging and user-friendly web
applications. I possess a solid foundation in HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript, along with a keen eye for design and a strong
understanding of responsive web development principles. I'm
dedicated to continuous learning and professional growth,
constantly seeking opportunities to expand my skillset and stay
updated with the latest trends in frontend development. I'm a
collaborative team player with excellent communication skills,
able to contribute effectively in a fast paced and dynamic work
environment. I'm committed to delivering high-quality code and
creating seamless user experiences. I'm seeking a challenging
role as a frontend engineer to apply my knowledge, learn from
experienced professionals, and contribute to the success of
innovative projects.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Payshiga Technologies
Frontend Engineer Intern
06/2023 – present | Lagos, Nigeria

•Collaborated closely with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), 
team of designers and backend developers in the successful 
deployment of sophisticated dashboards and their 
accompanying client portals utilizing Vue.js, Vuex, and CSS 
framework Bootstrap.
•Participated in daily stand-up meetings that fostered efficient 
communication and iterative progress, enabling real-time 
updates on project developments and fostering a collaborative 
atmosphere.

Semicolon Africa
Frontend Engineer
01/2023 – 05/2023 | Sabo, Nigeria

•Volunteered and collaborated with a cross-functional team of 
designers and backend developers to build responsive web 
applications. I participated in daily stand-up meetings, 
provided regular progress updates, and actively contributed to 
code reviews and problem-solving sessions
•Debugged and resolved browser compatibility issues during 
the development of a web application, ensuring consistent 
functionality across major browsers. Utilized Chrome 
Developer Tools and conducted thorough testing to identify 
and fix the root cause of the issues.
•Utilized Git for version control, creating branches, merging 
code, and resolving conflicts during a team-based project. 
Effectively used Jira to track project tasks, assign priorities, 
and collaborate with team members on issue resolution.

EDUCATION

BA, Creative Arts
University of Lagos
10/2018 – present | Lagos, Nigeria

Business Management and Entrepreneurship
Henley Business School (University of Reading)
02/2023 – 03/2023

Software Engineering
Semicolon Africa
01/2022 – 12/2022 | Sabo, Nigeria

•Completed a 1year intensive frontend development 
training program at Semicolon, where I gained 
proficiency in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and responsive 
web design principles. Also, I gained experience using 
several frontend frameworks and libraries.
•Developed a responsive Logistics Web App as part of 
an internship, utilizing React.js, Redux, and CSS 
frameworks such as chakra ui. Collaborated with a 
team to implement new features and ensure a 
seamless user experience.

SKILLS

HTML5

CSS3

JavaScript

React / Redux

Vue / Vuex

Server-Side Rendering

Tailwind / Bootstrap

Rest APIs

TypeScript

Debugging and Troubleshooting

PROJECTS

E-commerce
•An online e-commerce application that focuses on 
sales and purchases of products online.
•Created the logical flow, modelling and architecture 
of the system using wireframe, and designed the 
system using cutting edge technologies like HTML5, 
CSS3, Bootstrap and React.JS.

Technologies used: HTML5, CSS3, React, Firebase,
Bootstrap

Rentgage
•The Rentgage app is a user-friendly and 
comprehensive platform designed to simplify the 
process of finding houses for rent.

Technologies used: HTML5, CSS3, React

Dolla App
•Internet banking that enables unlimited transactions 
without getting charged.

Technologies used: HTML5, CSS3, React

GPT-3 OpenAI

Technologies used: HTML5, CSS3, React
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